
Forkortningar 

AN = Afdeling for N avneforskning, 
N ordisk Forskningsinstitut, 
K0benhavn 

ANF = Arkiv for nordisk filologi 
APhS =Acta philologica Scandinavica 
AS =Anthroponymica Suecana 
BNF = Beitrage zur Namenforschung 
B0 =Bustadnavn i 0stfold 
DAG =Dialekt-, ortnamns- och folk-

DAL 
minnesarkivet i Goteborg, SOFI 

=Dialekt- och ortnamnsarkivet 
i Lund,SOFI 

DAUM =Dialekt-, ortnamns- och folk-
minnesarkivet i Umea, SOFI 

DD =Diplomatarium Danicum 
DGP =Danmarks gamle Personnavne 
DI =Diplomatarium Islandicum 
DN = Diplomatarium Norvegicum 
DR =Danmarks Runeindskrifter 
DRA =Rigsarkivet, K0benhavn 
DS =Danmarks Stednavne 
DSt =Danske Studier 
FMU =Finlands medeltidsurkunder 
FRA = Riksarkivet, Helsingfors 
Fv = Fornvannen 
G =Gotlands runinskrifter (SRI 11-12) 
Gs = Gastriklands runinskrifter 

(SRI 15: 1) 
hd =harad 
KA = Kammararkivet (i SRA), Stockholm 
KL = Kulturhistoriskt lexikon for 

nordisk medeltid 
I. =Ian 
LB =M. Lundgren, E. Brate & E. H. 

Lind, Svenska personnamn fran 
medeltiden (1892-1934) 

Lind =E. H. Lind, Norsk-isliindska 
dopnamn ock fingerade namn 
frin medeltiden (1905-15) 

Lind Bin.=E. H. Lind, Norsk-islandska 
personbinamn fran medeltiden 
(1920-21) 

Lind Suppl.=E. H. Lind, Norsk-islandska 
dopnamn ock fingerade namn 
{d.n rneddtiut:n. Supplemenr-
band (1931) 

LUP = 1. Peterson, Lexikon over ur-
nordiska personnamn 
(http://www.sofi.se) 

MM =Maal og minne 
NG =Norske Gaardnavne 

NI 

NIYR 

NIJER 

NK 
NN 
NO 
NoB 
NPL 

NRA 
NRL 

NRO 
Na 
OAU 
ODS 
OGB 

or. 
ouA 
Rep 

SAOB 

SAS 

SD 
SDns 

SkO 
Srn 
SMP 
SMPs 
SMR 
sn 
SNF 
SOB 

SOD 

SOFI 
SOH 

SOJa 

SOJo 

SoK 

=G. Kvaran & S.Jonsson, NOfn 
fslendinga (1991) 

=Norges innskrifter med de yngre 
runer 

= N orges Indskrifter med de a:!ldre 
Runer 

=Nordisk kultur 
=Namn og nemne 
= Norsk ordbok 
=Namn och bygd 
=K. Kruken & O. Stemshaug, Norsk 

personnamnleksikon (2. utg., 1995) 
=Riksarkivet, Oslo 
=1. Peterson, Nordiskt runnamns-

lexikon (http://www.sofi.se) 
=Norsk riksmaIsordbok 
= Narkes runinskrifter (SRI 14: 1) 
=Ortnamnsarkivet i Uppsala, SOFI 
=Ordbog over det danske Sprog 
=Ortnamnen i Goteborgs och 

Bohus lan 
= original 
=Ortnamnssallskapets i Uppsala 

arsskrift 
= Repertorium diplomaticum 

regni Danici media:!valis 
= Ordbok over svenska spriket 

utg. av Svenska akadernien 
=Studia amhroponymica 

Scandinavica 
=Svenskt diplomatarium 
=Svenskt diplomatarium [ny serie] 

frin och med if i401 
=Skanes ortnamn 
= Smalands runinskrifter (SRI 4) 
=Sveriges medeltida personnamn 
=SMP:s samlingar, Uppsala, SOFI 
=Svenska medeltidsregester 1434-1441 
=socken 
= Studier i nordisk filologi 
=Sveriges ortnamn. Ortnamnen i 

Blekinge lan 
=Sveriges ortnamn. Ortnamnen i 

Dalarnas lan 
=Sprak- och folkminnesinstitutet 
=Sveriges ortnamn. Ortnamnen i 

Hallands lan 
=Sveriges ortnamn. Ortnamnen i 

Jamtlands liin 
=Sveriges ortnamn. Ortnamnen i 

Jonkopings lan 
=Sprog og Kultur 

Forts. pa bakre omslagets insida 

DAMARIS NOB LING and KONRAD KUNZE 

New perspectives on M idler, M eyer, Schmidt 

Computer-based surname geography and 
the German Surname Atlas project 

1. The emergence and structure of German surnames 

In order to understand the specific structures and features of the German sur
names the most important facts about their emergence and history should be 
outlined and, at the same time, be compared with the Swedish surnames because 
there are considerable differences (for further details cf. Nubling 1997 a, b). 
First of all, surnames in Germany emerged rather early, with the first instances 
occurring in the 11th century in southern Germany; by the 16th century sur
names were common all over Germany. Differences are related to geography 
(from south to north), social class (from the upper to the lower classes) und 
urban versus rural areas. Therefore, German surnames contain linguistic mater
ial from Middle High German (MHG), Middle Low German (MLG), and 
Early New High German (ENHG). This is different from Swedish, indicated 
in Table 1. 

Furthermore, the semantic sources are rather different: The following list 
provides the five most important, i.e. the most frequently used motives (for 
Swedish, see Table 1): 

(1) Surnames derived from professions: Miiller, Meier, Schmidt, Koch, Richter etc. 
(2) Surnames derived from first names (patronymics): Nikolaus, Werner, Hart

mann, PeterlPeters/Petersen etc. 
(3) Surnames derived from bynames concerning character or physical attributes 

such as hair, body, etc.: Schwarz(e), Klein(e), Grofi(e), Kurz(e), Stolt(e) etc. 
(4) Surnames derived from the place of residence, denoting, e.g., the surround

ing, the position, the material of the house, the farm etc.: Bach 'river', Stein
hiiuser < Steinhaus 'stonehouse', Steger < Steg 'footbridge', Struck and 
Strauch, both originally meaning 'bush', etc. 

(5) Surnames derived from the provenance of the recently arrived person: 
Sch·warzwaldeT, I-Iantburger, Sachs(e), Bayer etc. 

Among the 100 most frequent surnames there are 43 original profession 
names, 17 bynames, 20 patronymics, one provenance name (BohmIBoehm), 

and one residence name (Busch). For the remaining 18 names, one may not 
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Table 1. Some differences in the emergence of German and Swedish surnames. 

Emergence 

Most important 
sources 

Germany 

from the 11th to the 16th century 

1. professions (pos. 1-13) (Muller) 
2. bynames (Klein, Schwarz, Weifi, 

jung,Ait) 

3. patronymics (Werner, Waiter, 
Peters,facobz) 

4. place of residence (Bach, Steger) 
5. provenance (Hamburger) 

Sweden 

from the 16th to the 20th century 

1. patronymics (pos. 1-18) (Andersson) 
2. burgher names (Lindstrom) including 

noble names (Liliehook): bipartite 
nature names 

3. names with suffixes of Latin origin 
(Lundin, Noreen) mostly deriving 
from places of residence or farms 

4. soldiers' names (bynames) (Svlird) 

Surname change not possible (except in special cases) possible (common) 

Linguistic material MHG, MLG, and ENHG Modern Swedish 

definitely conclude from which name source they have been derived, such as 
Wolf which was either derived as a byname from the animal designation Wolf 
or as a patronymic from Wolfgang (for further details, cf. Kunze 2004: 198-
199). 

A further typical German phenomenon is the fact that many dialect words 
entered the surname inventory, as, e.g. Struck and Strauch, the first occurring 
in Low German, the latter occurring in High German (cf. Map 7; all maps are 
placed at the end of the article).! To get an impression of the extent of the 
variety, we take the patronymics derived from Nikolaus: Far more than 400 
different surnames emerged from this biblical name, among them Nikolausen, 
Nicolaisen, Nicolay, Niclas, Nicklisch, Nikol(s), Nickel(e), Nickelmann, Nickl, 
Niggli, Nicke, Nitz, Nitsch, Nietzsche, Nix, Kohlhaas, Klose, Klaus, Glaus(er), 
Kla(a)s etc. This short list does not include all the different ways of spelling 
(k) vs. (c) vs. (ck») (for further examples cf. Kunze 2004: 80-81). Over the 
course of its adaptation to the German language the original foreign name was 
shortened and varied by having been divided into different parts and then often 
lengthened by suffixes. 

In contrast to Sweden, the change of one's surname in Germany is very 
difficult and only rarely realized. Thus, German surnames preserve linguistic 
material that is at least 500 years old. Therefore, the research of German sur
names requires knowledge of historical linguistics, dialectology, and social and 
cultural aspects of German history in general. 

1 The expense for printing the colour maps has been defrayed by the authors. - The editors. 
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2. Facts about the Deutscher Familiennamenatlas (DF A) 

In February 2005, the German Surname Atlas project was launched as a co
operation between the Universities of Freiburg and Mainz. The e~act project 
name is: "Deutscher Familiennamenatlas - Sprach- und kulturwlssenschaft
liche Untersuchungen des Familiennamenbestandes in Deutschland (DFA)" 
('The German Surname Atlas - a Linguistic and Cultural Investigation of Sur
names in Germany (DF An. This project is financed by the Deutsche Forschungs
gemeinschaft (,German Research Foundation') and will b~ .supported for the 
next seven years (for further information, cf. www.famlhennamenatlas.de). 
The database consists of all fixed network telephone lines from 1995 (all the 
following maps are based on the data of 1995). There are roughly 1,00~,000 
different types of s).lrnames in Germany; the number of tokens (network hnes) 
is roughly 30,000,000. On average, every 2.8 persons share one fixed netw~rk 
line. A specially-developed computer program enables us to create maps whIch 
show the exact distribution of the surnames in Germany. Postal code areas 
from one to five digits serve as a point of reference. In order to understand the 
basis for distribution points on the map, a few words about German postal 
codes are in order. All addresses in Germany come with a five-digit postal code 
(e.g. 55128 in Mainz). When creating these maps we have a ch~ice ~f ?asing the 
points on only the first three digits (three-digit map) or on all fIve ~lgltS (zoom) 
(including, of course, all the other digits). The five-digit map proVIdes th~ most 
detailed picture and allows us to see differences between towns and VIllages 
within ~ small region. These maps also allow us to locate what we term a nest, 
a centre for a name which is found almost nowhere else. Because the DF A 
project is interested primarily in surname landscape~, however, m~st maps 
shown in this paper are three-digit maps, which provIde an overall pIcture of 
the relative distribution of names throughout Germany. As an example for a 
three- and a five-digit map, cf. Map 1 for Hass(fl)denteufel, a sentence name 
originally meaning 'hate the devil'. This surname occurs only within a restricted 
area around Saarbriicken, the capital of the federal state of Saarland. The 
spellings with (orthographic ally correct) (g) predominate with 311 tokens 
against (ss) with 46 tokens. Map 2 presents a five-digit map. 

As already mentioned, relative and absolute maps can be produced. The 
absolute maps represent the absolute occurrence of a name, meaning that, in 
general, the major urban centers produce the biggest spots. Since we are prim
arily interested in onomastic landscapes, we usually produce relative maps. 
There remains, of course, the problem that there are different population dens
ities in the federal states (North Rhine Westphalia with the highest population 
density and Mecklenburg-Vorpommern with the lowest one). Maps 3 and 4, 
Richter, show the difference between an absolute and a relative map. 
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Most important is the fact that we don't produce many so-called one-name 
maps but rather combination maps concerning a special question. If, e.g., the 
apocope isoglosses shall be demonstrated, different original adjectives (such as 
Link vs. Linke, Lang vs. Lange, Kurz vs. Kurze) are combined to mark the 
border between the areas with and without apocope. Another important aspect 
is that we always concentrate on words of the same word class membership 
because the apocope isogloss could vary between adjectives (Lang vs. Lange), 
common names (Haas vs. Haase), and proper names (Fritsch vs. Fritsche). 
Isoglosses may vary even inside the same word class, however. The comparison 
of these isoglosses with common nouns and adjectives leads to new insights, as 
shown by Kunze & Kunze (2003), where not only many astonishing parallels 
are observed, but also some clear divergences between these lines. Since we are 
interested in the distribution of linguistic phenomena and not of single names, 
most of the following maps are combination maps. 

Every map is accompanied by a detailed commentary which contains all the 
relevant information about the motivation for the map (what we are trying to 
illustrate), the exact query (exactly what we entered) and the different output 
types, the token frequencies of the different types, a listing and an explanation 
of the names which are excluded (mostly those with competing semantic 
sources), some information about the origin, the history, and the etymology of 
the respective name, a list with the absolute and relative frequency of the name 
on the basis of two-digit postal code areas, a description and an evaluation of 
the map, and some further details. This commentary requires a lot of work and 
time because the data have to be cleared up both thoroughly and cautiously. 
The goal of the Surname Atlas is to document only the linguistic phenomena, 
not to explain them. It often occurs that we stumble upon very interesting 
onomastic landscapes which only can be explained by interdisciplinary re
search. For example, we often find surprising parallels between the structure of 
Bavarian and Westphalian surnames, areas which are not connected geograph
ically in any way (cf. Maps 20 and 21 for M eyer and its compounds). 

There are also some problems we have to deal with, e.g., mobility. Of course 
there are many foreign names in Germany but we can exclude them by not 
looking for them (and, on the other hand, we also can find them by entering an 
appropriate query as, e.g., " ... ski" to extract the Polish surnames in -ski). More 
important are the many refugees after the Second W orId War which imported 
many German surnames. We estimate ten to twelve million migrants from 
Eastern Europe. Altogether, mobility leads to a certain distortion factor of 
around 20 %. For every name, distribution is represented by small spots or 
small parts of the pie charts within the bigger spots. On the other hand, we also 
have maps which show an astonishing stability of surname landscapes, espe
cially if we concentrate on surnames with a very high token frequency, such as 
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the different spellings and forms of Schmi(e)dISchmittISchmitz. Map 5 pro
vides the distribution of these variants, whereby the most frequent spelling 
with (dt) was excluded because it occurs everywhere in Germany. This map 
illustrates that the original genitive form Schmitz (,the smith's son') occurs in 
western Germany (and correlates with many other profession names such as 
Schneiders, Kramers, Meiers, Beckers) whereas Schmitt is located in central 
Germany and Schmi(e)d (with [i:J) is found in the south. - In order to avoid, or, 
at least minimize the mobility problem, we have decided to take only surnames 
with a minimum of 2,500 tokens (= fixed network lines). On the maps the 

number of tokens is always added directly after the names. 
Another problem is the fact that many surnames can be derived from dif

ferent semantic sources. Sometimes it is possible to exclude one or more 
sources. If not, we no longer take the respective name into consideration. For 
example, it is not possible to create a map with the surnames containing differ
ent (former) German currency units, such as P(f)enni(n)g, T(h )aler, Kreu(t)zer, 
Mar(c)k etc. because T(h)aler cannot be separated from the homonymous 
residence andlor provenance name T(h )aler 'living in or coming from a valley', 
and Mar(c)k cannot be separated from a short form of the Christian name 

Mark us. 
The plan for the Surname Atlas project is to produce four volumes: the first 

two volumes with linguistic and the last two volumes with lexical topics. Most 
of the following examples concern the first two volumes. Some of the maps 
which will be shown below have been produced by Rita Heuser, Antje Dammel, 

Miriarr! Schmuck, and Rudolf Garski. 

3. Fields of research 
In working with the DF A computer program many questions emerge and 
these questions are often completely new and unexpected. This section pro
vides some examples. First, we turn to topics concerning language history. 

3.1. Surnames and language history 
The most important isogloss in German is the so-called Benrather Linie whic.h 
separates High German from Low German (and all the other Germamc 
la~guages) a;d which is based on the German sound shift which took place 

between 500 and 800 A.D. See Table 2. 
The Benrather Linie 'Benrath Line' (which crosses Benrath near Dusseldorf) 

only concernS the change between [kJ and [xJ (maken vs. machen). It consti-
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Table 2. The German sound shift in surnames. 

Change from Germanic to 
Old High German 

-u- > -ts- «t)z) (geminate) 

German surname 
(Low vs. High German) 

Schutt(e) vs. Schutz(e) 

Literal translation 

'marksman' 

-t- > -s- {6Iss) (postvocalic position) Witte vs. Weifilss, Gro(o)t(e) vs. Grofllss(e) 'white', 'big, taIl' 

p- > pf- (initial position) 

-p- > -f(f)- (intervocalic position) 

-k- > -ch- (postvocalic position) 

Pieper vs. Pfeifer 

Pape vs. Pfaff(e) 

Struck vs. Strauch 

'piper' 

'priest' 

'bush' 

tutes the uppermost border of a complex of isoglosses called the Rheinischer 
Fdcher 'Rhine Fan' (which is so named because the geographical distribution of 
the isoglosses on a map results in a form similar to that of a fan). It contains 
further isoglosses such as the Eifelschranke 'Eifel Boundary', the Hunsriick
schranke, the 'Hunsriick Boundary', etc. These lines are located south of the 
Benrath Line. On the one hand, the distribution of the surnames confirms 
these lines. On the other hand, they sometimes diverge from them, leading to 
interesting findings, e.g. that the respective sound shift line differs from name 
to name (cf. Kunze 1998). In general the isoglosses represented in the surnames 
can provide us with information about the exact position of these lines in Early 
New High German. It is well known that these lines are still in flux today in 
the respective dialects. Thus the study of surnames provides us with informa
tion about historical dialects and dialect borders. Maps 6 and 7 show the shift 
-tt- > -tz- (Schiitt(e) vs. Schiitz(e)) and -k > -ch (Struck vs. Strauch). Map 7 re
:veals a further problem: As lexemes, Struck and Strauch occur frequently only 
III northern Ge~many because there are different dialect words for 'bush', e.g. 
Busch, Staude, III the southern part. In those cases we produce combination 
maps lo~~ng for ot~er words containing the k > ch-shift (but only if they 
share theIr Isogloss - If not, we produce different maps). Maps 8 and 9 show the 
sound shift p- > pf- (word initial) and -p- > -f(f)- (postvocalic) as in Pape vs. 
~fafRe) and Pieper vs. PfeifCf)er. The latter map contains some partly-shifted 
Iten:s. suc~ as Peifer which is expected because the lines differ depending on the 
p~.sI~lOn III the word (p- > pf- is located farther south than -p- > -f(f)-; cf. 
Komg 2004: 64). These maps also illustrate the fact that they cannot be com
bined: The lines between Pape vs. PfafR e) and Pie per vs. PfeifCf)er differ greatly 
(for an explanation, cf. Kunze 1998). 

Another important historical development was umlaut a > d/ eo> 0 u > ii 
and au > du/eu, when followed by a syllable containing [i(:)] or [j] in Old High 
German. The standard language is mainly (though not always) based on the 
umlaut forms but this is not the case for every German dialect. Here we can 
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expose the so-called 'umlaut-friendly' and 'umlaut-hostile' dialects. This topic 
shows that language history and dialectology are closely linked. The following 
two maps (10 and 11) provide the distributions of Maurer vs. Meurer 'brick
layer' (an example for non-umlaut in standard German and umlaut in some 
dialects) and of compounds ending in -hofer vs. -hofer. In both cases it be
comes obvious that the southern dialects avoid umlaut. Going into the five
digit maps would enable us to draw the exact lines between the umlaut and the 
non-umlaut areas. More such nouns must of course be included, such as Brauer 
vs. Brduer and Forster vs. Forster in order to get a more watertight picture. The 
lines between -au- vs. -eu/ du- and -0- vs. -0- are not congruent. The same holds 
for the other umlaut isoglosses. 

Last but not least, a lot of lexemes and word formation techniques which 
have died out are preserved in the extensive inventory of surnames. As one 
example, which could be interesting for Scandinavian readers, we provide the 
names Lachner and Lachmann, two old words for 'doctor', still found in 
Swedish ldkare (cf. Map 12). However, this name is a further example of poten
tial homonymy: Lachner may also derive from residence and provenance 
names, originally meaning 'who is living next to a puddle/who moved from 
Lachen (a toponym)'. 

3.2. Surnames and dialectology 

As already mentioned, language history and dialectology can not be separated 
clearly.fThere are, however, many dialectal phenomena which did not have any 
significant impact on the standard language. For example, the metathesis of 
-r- is primarily of dialectological interest: Map 13 provides the distribution of 
Born/-born vs. Brunn/-brunn (the former containing metathesis) and classifies 
metathesis as a typically northern phenomenon. The unrounding of a > i and 
o > e is a further dialectological feature: Here we can refer to Maps 22 and 23 
(MUller vs. Miller), where the red portions of the pie charts in southern Ger
many west of Munich represent the unrounding area with Miller. 

So far we have only considered phonological phenomena. Our anthropono
mastic database also provides a great deal of information about former ortho
graphic landscapes, e.g., the doubling of (f) in Wolf(f), Wu/fCf), Kauf(f)mann, 
Hof(f)mann, etc., or the different Latinized forms of original first names such 
as Jakob, where four different spellings can be distinguished: Jacobi, Jacoby, 
J akobi,f akoby. Map 14 shows the different spelling areas of this typically middle 
German phenomenon. J akoby (yellow) predominates in western areas,] akobi 
(red) in the eastern part, and in between we find Jakobi (green) (cf. also Maps 
20 and 21 for the different spellings of Maier. 

A very instructive map concerns the morphological issue of diminutives. 
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Map 15 provides the distribution of the two most frequent southern German 
diminutive allomorphs (Bauerl, Bauerle or Eberl, Eberle or Dieterl, Dieterle). 
The Low German suffix -ke (Kurzke) couldn't be considered because it cannot 
be separated from the many Slavic names ending in -ke (Huschke). 

Map 16 clearly indicates that patronymics ending in -sen are prototypical for 
the northern part of Schleswig-Holstein, which was historically closely con
nected to Denmark. 

A huge number of maps could be created with lexical issues. Here the dif
f~rent historical naming landscapes can be provided, including the r;spective 
dIalectal sound changes and word formation strategies. Map 17 shows the dif
ferent heteronyms of the profession name Tiipfer 'potter', accompanied by 
Map 18 representing a dialect map for the same word as a common noun from 
the dtv-Atlas "Deutsche Sprache" (Konig 2004: 192).2 

3.3. Surnames and cultural history 

~any maps rev~al facts t~at ~an only be explained by other scientific discip
hnes,. such as history, mlg:atlOn research, social history, theology, biology, 
gene~lcs, etc. One example IS the former byname Klein 'small' which only oc
curs m the western part of Germany. The first assumption could be that the 
other regions us:d different words. But maps with the alternative, Kur(t)z 
'short', only confirm the described distribution. Map 19 provides these former 
bynames. These facts could possibly be explained by a large number of small 
people ~hich migh.t have lived in the western area. There are grounds for the 
S~ppOSIt10~ t~at thiS goes back to the immigration of a Gallo-Roman popula
tIon, but thiS IS not yet confirmed. It can generally be observed that the motive 
to. name people after their appearance (bynames) is frequently represented in 
thiS area. 

Another source of interesting findings is the many provenance names which 
attest various migrations. The huge variety of medieval profession names tells 
us abou~ the historical division of labour. Another chapter is opened by the 
many samts' names: By looking for the derivations of names such as Severinus 
Lambert, Kilian, Pirmin, Florian, conclusions can be drawn for the former ven~ 
eration. of the different saints. Finally, various surnames derived from pat
:onymlcs allow us to gain insight into medieval naming landscapes. These are 
Issues for volume three and four of the Surname Atlas. 

2 We would like to thank dtv-Verlag for allowing us to make use of this map in this paper. 
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3.4. New findings and surprises 

The potential of the Surname Atlas is the amount of new insight, new findings 
and of many surprises. Until now, one explanation for the surname Hunger 
was 'a hungry person'. Since we can exactly locate the occurrence of surnames 
we can exclude many earlier etymologies. Entering a query for Hunger and 
Unger clearly shows that both occur in precisely the same environment (a re
stricted region near Dresden). This confirms that both names go back to 'people 
coming from Hungary' (even the English word for this country reveals the 
unorganic H- at the beginning of the word). 

Finally, by using Maier and Muller, we intend to demonstrate that we bump 
into surprises even when using two of the most frequent surnames: Map 20 
clearly reveals that the different spellings of Maier are geographically condi
tioned: First, most of these names occur in the northwestern and southern parts 
of Germany (the heteronym Hof(f)mann fills in the area in between). Forms 
with (e) cover the north and some small areas in the northern (Nuremberg) and 
in the extreme western part of southern Germany. The (a)-forms are typical for 
the south. If we now turn to the compounds containing -maier etc. as the sec
ond part (cf. Map 21) we get a different picture altogether: In the north, the 
expected (e)-spellings still predominate. In the south, however, the compounds 
are restricted to Bavaria (and no longer to Baden-Wurttemberg) but surpris
ingly we now find significantly more (e)-spellings than in the simplexes of the 
same area. This means that in compounds the (e)-spelling replaces many (a)
spellingt;. To date there is no satisfactory explanation for this deviance. 

The other case is Muller: In contrast to Maier, the profession name Muller 
never had heteronyms in German dialects. In northern areas we find many oc
currences of the lowered form M oller, and in a small area in southern Germany 
we have unrounded Miller forms. Map 22 provides the distribution for the 
simplexes. If we look for the same word again as the second element of a com
pound, however, the picture varies considerably: The share of unrounded 
forms is much greater than before (Map 23). In surnames of dialectal origin we 
always find cases of "Verhochdeutschung", i.e., a change to the form consid
ered to be more in line with standard German. Here, a possible explanation 
could be that the Millers were transformed into Mullers. In compounds, how
ever, such as Stadtmuller, Moosmuller, and so on, the second part was perhaps 
not as easily identified as a 'Muller'. This could explain the larger number of 
-miller as an integrated part of a word. Complete, autonomous words are more 
salient than mere parts of words. However, these and many other questions 
have to be explained soundly by further research in this onomastic field. The 
Surname Atlas only provides a well documented and thoroughly revised data
base for many future research tasks. 
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4. Summary 
In this article we have presented the project of a German Surname Atlas (Deut
scher Familiennamenatlas) and described the procedures through which maps 
are made which show the exact areal distribution forming characteristic land
scapes of the different types of surnames in Germany. The maps are based on 
German fixed network telephone lines from the year 1995. First the emergence 
and structure of German surnames were presented, then the most important 
facts about the German Surname Atlas. Section 3 showed some possible per
spectives and sketched new areas of research, such as surnames and language 
history, surnames and dialectology, and surnames and cultural history. Finally, 
some new findings and surprises were depicted which only arise when working 
with the computer-based program. 
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Verhaltnis Hassdenteufel (46) I HaBdenteufel (311) 

@ Hassdenteufel (46) 
• HaBdenteufel (311) 
Min: 0.000% Max: 0.164% 
dreistellige PLZ-Bezirke 
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Map 1. Three-digit map for a nest (Hafldenteufel). 
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Verhaltnis Hassdenteufel (46) I HaBdenteufel (311) 
@ Hassdenteufel (46) 
• HaBdenteufel (311) 
Min: 0.006% Max: 1.736% 
fiinfstellige PLZ-Bezirke 
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Map 2. Five-digit map for the nest (Hafidenteufel). 

• Richter (56.094) 
Min: 1 Max: 3415 
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Namenverteilung fUr Richter (56.094) 

dreisteliige PLZ-Bezirke 
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Map 3. Absolute distribution for Richter. 
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Namenverteilung fUr Richter (56.094) 
• Richter (56.094) 
Min: 0.026% Max: 1.478% 
dreistellige PLZ-Bezirke 
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Verhaltnis Schmi(e)d: 37039 (1702) I Schmitt: 417391 Schmitz: 44012 
• Schmitz: 44012 
@ Schmitt : 41739 
o Schmi(e)d: 37039 (1702) 
Min: 0.015% Max: 2.217% 
dreistellige PLZ-Bezirke 

Map 4. Relative distribution for Richter. Map s. Distribution of Schmitz, Schmitt, and Schmi(e)d. 
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Verhaltnis Typ Schutte 11609 I Typ Schlitz 17604 

o Typ SchOtz 17604 
• Typ Schjjtte 11609 
Min: 0.007% Max: 0.485% 
dreistellige PLZ-Bezirke 

Map 6. German sound shift in Schiitte vs. Schiitz. ! 
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Verhaltnis Strauch 4655 I Struch 207 I Struck 5098 

• Struck 5098 
® Struch 207 
o Strauch 4655 
Mm: 0 002% Max 0251% 
drelstelhge PLZ-Bezlrke 

Map 7. German sound shift in Struck vs. Str(a)uch. 
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Verhaltnis Typ Paffe 18161 Typ Pape 125461 Typ Pfaffe 11240 
o Typ Pfaffe 11240 
• Typ Pape 12546 
$TypPaffe1816 
Mln: 0.006% Max: 0 686% 
dreistelJige PLZ-8ezlrke 

Map 8. German sound shift in Pape vs. Pfaff(e). 
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Verhaltnis Typ Peifer 1251 1 Typ Pfeiffer 261381 Typ Pieper 9656 

• Typ Pieper 9656 
OTyp Pfeiffer 26138 
$ Typ Peifer 1251 
Min: 0.019% Max: 0.702% 
dreistellige PLZ-8ezirke 

Map 9. German sound shift in Pieper vs. Pfeifer. 
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• Meu(au)rer: 3884 
@Maurer: 10334 

Verhaltnis Maurer: 103341 Meu(au)rer: 3884 

Min: 0.002% Max: 0.365% 
dreistellige PLZ-Bezirke 

Map 10. Umlaut in Maurervs. Meurer. 
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Verhaltnis -hoter: 22.252 I-ho(oe)ter: 16.880 

@ -hofer: 22.252 
• -h6(oe)fer: 16.880 
Min: 0.004% Max: 1.065% 
dreistellige PLZ -Bezirke 

Map 11. Umlaut in -hofer vs. -hofer. 
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Namenverteilung fUr Lachner (753) 
• Lachner (753) 
Min: 0.000% Max: 0.097% 
dreistellige PLZ-Bezirke 

Map 12. Lachner as an example for a lexical fossil. 
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Verhaltnis Born 415031 Brunn 18256 

• Brunn 18256 
® Born 41503 
Min: 0.042% Max: 0.609% 
dreistellige PLZ-Bezirke 

Map 13. Metathesis in Born/-born vs. Brunn/-brunn. 
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Verhaltnis Jacobi (3653) I Jacoby (964) I Jakobi (2306) I Jakoby (805) 
Jakoby (805) 

• Jakobi (2306) 
• Jacoby (964) 
• Jacobi (3653) 
Min: 0.002% Max: 0.277% 
dreistellige PLZ -Bezirke 

Map 14. Orthographic landscapes for Jacobi etc. 
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Verhaltnis -rl (37771) I-rle (44519) 
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Map 15. Diminutives in southern German surnames. 
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Namenverteilung fUr -sen: 265.307 
• -sen: 265.307 
Min: 0.037% Max: 25.588% 
dreistellige PLZ-Bezirke 

Map 16. Patronymics in -sen. 
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Verhaltnis Dipp- I Haf(f)ner I P(olo)tt- I Topfer 

Topfer 
~ P(olo)U
@Haf(f)ner 
• Dipp-
Min: 0.002% Max: 0.201 % 
dreistellige PLZ-Bezirke 

Map 17. Distribution of onomastic heteronyms of Topfer 'porrer'. 
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Map 18. Distribution of dialectal heteronyms of TOpfer 'potter' (after Konig 2004: 192). 
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Verhaltnis Klein(e): 62.566 I Kur(t)z(e): 13.131 
@Kur(t)z(e): 13.131 
• Klein(e): 62.566 
Min: 0.026% Max: 1.222% 
dreistellige PLZ-Bezirke 
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Map 19. Distribution of Klein(e) and Kur(t)z(e) 'small'. 
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Verhaltnis Maier (34.222) I Mayer (33.885) I Meier (38.898) I Meyer (92.902) 

• Meyer (92.902) 
o Meier (38.898) 
• Mayer (33.885) 
• Maier (34.222) 
Min: 0.153% Max: 2.574% 
dreistellige PLZ-Bezirke 

Map 20. Distribution of M eyer etc. as a simplex. 
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Verhaltnis -maier (32.111) I-mayer (13.838) I-meier (107.928) I-meyer (61.381) 

• -meyer (61.381) ,I © -meier (107.928) 
• -mayer (13.838) 
• -maier (32.111) 
Min: 0.029% Max: 8.009% 
dreistellige PLZ-Bezirke 

Map 21. Distribution of -meyer etc. as second element of compounds. 
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Verhaltnis Miller (5.104) I Moller (31.244) I Muller (268.905) 
• Miller (5.104) 
• Muller (268.905) 
@ Maller (31.244) 
Min: 0.246% Max: 3.653% 
dreistellige PLZ-Bezirke 

Map 22. Distribution of Muller etc. as a simplex. 
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Verhaltnis -miller (2.664) I-moller (4.981) I -muller (36.410) 
.. -miller (2.664) 
• -muller (36.410) 
® -maller (4.981) 
Min: 0.007% Max: 0.885% 
dreistellige PLZ-Bezirke 

Map 23. Distribution of -muller etc. as second element of compounds. 



Forts. [ran [ramre omslagets insida 

SO Ko =Sveriges ortnamn. Ortnamnen i SRI = Sveriges runinskrifter 
Kopparbergs Hin SRP = Svenska riks-archivets 

SOL = Svenskt ormamnslexikon. pergamentsbref 
Red.: M. Wahlberg (2003) SvLm = Svenska lands mal och svenskt 

SOSk =Sveriges orrnamn. Orrnamnen i folkliv 
Skaraborgs tin So = Sodermanlands runinskrifter (SRI 3) 

SOU =Sveriges ortnamn. Ortnamnen i U = Upplands runinskrifter (SRI 6-9) 
Uppsala lan u.d. =utan dag 

SOY =Sveriges ormamn. Ortnamnen i u.o. =utan Oft 

VarmIands lan UUB = Uppsala universitetsbibliotek 
SOVm =Sveriges ortnamn. Ormamnen i u.a. =utan ar 

Vastmanlands lan Vg = Vastergodands runinskrifter (SRI 5) 
SOVn =Sveriges ormamn. Ortnamnen i yid. =vidimation 

Vasternorrlands lan Vr = ViirmIands runinskrifter (SRI 14: 2) 
soA =Sydsvenska Ortnamnssallskapets Vs = yastmanlands runinskrifter (SRI 13) 

arsskrift ()g = Ostergodands runinskrifter (SRI 2) 
soA =Sverges ortnamn. Ortnamnen i 01 =Olands runinskrifter (SRI 1) 

Alvsborgs lan ONON =Ovre Norrlands ortnamn. 
SOOg =Sveriges ortnamn. Ortnamnen i Ortnamnen i Norrbottens lan 

Ostergodands lan ONOV =Ovre Norrlands ortnamn. 
SRA = Riksarkivet, Stockholm Ortnamnen i Vasterbottens lan 
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